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Задание № 1. Choose the correct letter A, B, or C.
1) They went sailing on the sea during their holiday and stopped for lunch at a little ______.
A) coast
В) cliff
С) bay
2) Her brother was not a very good-looking child, but now he's an adult, he's very ______.
A) pretty
В) beautiful
С) handsome
3) You are looking very ______ today. Are you feeling OK?
A) pale
В) light
С) fair
4) These ______ are too tight! I'll have to lose some weight!
A) trainers
В) trousers
С) pockets
5) Do you think this blouse ______ with this jacket?
A) matches
В) fits
С) goes
6) His trainers are old and ______ out but he still loves them.
A) worn
В) put
С) taken
7) Gus was ______ when he fell off the horse.
A) annoying
В) embarrassing
C) embarrassed
8) Donald is very ______ I hope he can afford such expensive gifts.
A) reliable
В) generous
C) confident
9) Lesley got very ______ with Gus when he refused to put his toy.
A) nervous
В) uncomfortable
C) cross
10) Jess ______ with Sophie because she didn't go to the party.
A) fell out
B) got on
С) made up
11) The bridegroom's voice was shaking when he stood up and ______.
A) cut the cake
В) put on the ring
С) made a speech
12) I like my home because there is a lot of ______ for all my things.
A) space
В) place
С) area
Задание № 2. Use some words or phrases from the list to complete this text.
petrol; litter; pollution; traffic jams;
cardboard; rainforests; tins; plastic; paper;
floods; plants; cans; storms; public transport;
coal; glass; global warming; packaging;
wildlife; metal; electricity; waste; recycle;
oil; the countryside
There are more problems facing the environment today than at any time in the past. World population
stands at around 6 billion and by the end of the 21st century, it may reach 8 or 10 billion. To satisfy the
needs of these people, we are destroying (1) ______ and other natural places so that we can grow food
and put up buildings. This creates (2) ______ of the land, sea and air, which can be very bad for the
health of humans and (3) ______ such as birds and animals. Most scientists now agree that it has also
caused (4) ______ and this means that the temperature of the Earth is rising. The ice at the North Pole
could melt. Raising sea levels and causing serious (5) ______. Generally, the Earth's weather will be
worse and there will be more wind, rain and (6) ______. However, there are things we can do. Scientists
are working to come up with ways of making power that do not cause so much pollution. People at home

can recycle their (7) ______ paper and glass and try to use less (8) ______ by turning off lights, TVs and
stereos when they are not using them. We could all use our cars less and walk or use (9) ______. more.
Задание № 3. Complete the text with the correct form of these verbs.
add, arrange , build, buy, exchange, forget, increase, join, prevent, stick
Most people collect something in their lives. It might be a collection of family photos (1) ______ an
album or holiday souvenirs (2) ______ on a shelf. Other people (3) ______ uр collections for a particular
purpose: paintings that will (4) ______ in value, for example, or memories recorded on tape to (5) ______
a changing way of life from being (6) ______. Some people collect everyday items that are easily
available, such as football programmes or teaspoons. Other collections, like old tools, wooden elephants
or old-fashioned dolls, are more specialised. Collectors (7) ______ to their collections in different ways:
by (8) ______ things on the internet or from antique shops or flea markets. Others (9) ______ clubs where
they can (10) ______ items with one another.
Задание № 4. Choose the correct letter A, B, or C.
1) Gus ______ 10 emails since this morning.
A) has send
B) has been
C) has sent
sending
2) Monique is French. She ______ from France.
A) is coming
B) come
C) comes
3) I ______ my doctor tonight.
A) see
B) am seeing
C) sees
4) They arrived ______ Paris at 8:30 am.
A) at
B) to
C) in
5) The boys were cold. They ______ in the snow all afternoon.
A) had played
B) had been playing
C) were playing
6) This time last week, Lesley ______ an exam.
A) was sitting
B) sat
C) had sat
7) She ______ to Milan by the time I arrive in Moscow.
A) will be flying
B) will have flown
C) is going to fly
8) I’m a bit forgetful, ______
A) am I
B) am not I
C) aren’t I
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